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Flight Club 

"The Holy Grail of Sneakers"

Vintage kicks and cool retro sneakers are Flight Clubs' specialty. This

consignment shop has seamlessly pioneered the process of buying and

selling high-end sneakers to and from clients around the world. Their Los

Angeles storefront is an amalgamation of rare editions, obscure classics,

and unworn vintage sneakers that have been meticulously merchandised,

cataloged and stored. Best of all, Flight Club is straightforward in its

sneaker buying and selling business. No VIP alerts, lottery raffles, or

standing in line, if you can make it to the shop in time, those prized shoes

are yours to treasure.

 +1 888 937 8020  www.flightclub.com/  503 North Fairfax Avenue, Los Angeles

CA

 by  Jamie Zum 

Christian Louboutin 

"Walk In Style"

Christian Louboutin has carved a niche for itself in the fashion industry; no

wonder many celebrities just love to flaunt their outfits teamed with a sexy

pair of this footwear. The signature style, sultry red-leather sole says it all!

Each design of this brand is eye-catching to such an extent that even if

you have worn a simple, casual dress, Christian Louboutin would save all

the grace by awarding a unique dash to the whole appearance.

 +1 310 247 9300  us.christianlouboutin.com/

ot_en/store/christian-

louboutin-hollywood

 beverlyhills.caboutique@ch

ristianlouboutin.fr

 650 North Robertson

Boulevard, Los Angeles CA

 by  Jamie Zum 

Saks Fifth Avenue 

"A Beverly Hills Institution"

Saks Fifth Avenue is a first-class store and has been a part of the Beverly

Hills scene since 1938. The shop sells high-end merchandise for those

who are looking to spend more in order to get the best. The largest store

in Beverly Hills, it still offers terrific service and personal assistance for

those who need a little extra care. The store carries most top designers'

lines and has an extensive shoe selection. Along with Neiman Marcus and

Barneys, this is one of the best department stores in Los Angeles.

 +1 310 275 4211  www.saksfifthavenue.com/locations

/s/beverlyhills?exclude=7453&latitud

e=34.066697&longitude=-118.40399

8&page=1&storesPerPage=3

 9600 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills

CA
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Mona Moore 

"Haute Fashion at Lincoln Boulevard"

Located on the bustling Lincoln Boulevard, this upscale boutique offers

some avant-garde exquisite finds. Mona Moore is at the precipice of

cutting edge fashion, from stunning runway styles to gorgeous

silhouettes, and classic designs you'll be sure to find something worth

your admiration. Concisely curated, the shop features delicate golden

Chanel bands, Marsell booties, and Maiyet satchels.

 +1 310 452 4070  monamoore.com/  venice@monamoore.com  208 Lincoln Boulevard, Los

Angeles CA
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